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MEMORANDUM: 
 
TO: Historic District Review Board 
 
FROM: Betsy Poulin, Deputy City Planner 
 
DATE: August 25, 2017 
 
RE: Circa 1885 Sign, 228 Water Street 
 
 
SUMMARY OF REQUEST 
 
Request: The request is for a Historic Preservation Certificate review as per section 300-316.5 
of the Augusta Land Use Ordinance. The applicant proposes to install a projecting wall sign, 
approximately 2 feet tall by 3 feet wide, to hang from beneath the 2nd story residential deck 
projection above the business entrance. The sign is metal with a white background and black 
lettering “CIRCA 1885”.  No lighting is proposed. 
 
Owner: The Lofts at 226 LLC / Richard Parkhurst  
 
Applicant: Katie L. Smith 
 
Location: 228 Water Street 
 
Base Zoning: Kennebec Business 1 District (KBD1) 
 
Historic Overlay District: Water Street 
 
Contributing Building: Yes 
 
Individually NR Listed: No 
 
Planning Board Project: No 
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SUMMARY OF SUBMITTAL PACKAGE 
 
In the submittal package the applicant has provided the Planning Board with the following 
items: 

1. Historic Preservation Certificate Application 
2. Sign Permit Application 
3. Sign Design 

 

 
Front of 228 Water Street. Sign is installed over building entrance. 
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Areas of Concern 
 

1. Sign has already been installed. 
 
 
Code Enforcement Review 
 
The proposed sign meets the ordinance standards (section 300-516. Street graphics; signs). 
Below is a list of the applicable review standards: 
 

300-516.C.  Definitions 
 

Projecting Graphic – A street graphic attached to and projecting from the wall of a building 
and not in the same plane as the wall. 
 
Signable Area for Projecting Graphics and Awnings – One area enclosed by a box or outline 
or within a single continuous perimeter composed of a single rectangle, circle, triangle, or 
parallelogram enclosing the extreme limits of characters, lettering, illustrations, 
ornamentations or other figures. 
 
Signable Area for Roof and Wall Graphics – One area free of architectural details on the 
façade of a building or part of a building, which shall include the entire area enclosed by a 
box; or within a single continuous perimeter composed of a single rectangle, circle, triangle, 
or parallelogram enclosing the extreme limits of characters, lettering, illustrations, 
ornamentations or other figures. A “façade” is the side of a building below the eaves. 

 
300-516.F  Projecting graphics 
 

(1) Where permitted. A premises, and each occupant of a shopping center or multi-use 
building, that does not display a ground graphic may display one projecting graphic on 
each street or highway frontage in the following zoning districts: all zoning districts. 

(2) Size of projecting graphics. Projecting graphics must comply with the following size 
regulations: 

(a) In all base districts, projecting signs shall be no larger than 50 square feet. 
(b) Projecting graphics shall not project above the roofline or 18 feet above grade, 

whichever is lower. 
(3) Signable area. Any signable area selected for display as a projecting graphic shall not 

exceed and shall be subtracted from the signable area allocated to wall and roof graphics 
permitted for each premises and each occupancy under Subsection E of this section. 
(SUBSECTION E. Wall and Roof Graphics) 

(4) Additional limitations. The following additional limitations apply to projecting graphics: 
(a) Projecting graphics must clear sidewalks by at least nine feet and may project no 

more than six feet from a building or the width of the sidewalk, whichever is less. 
(b) Projecting graphics must be pinned away from the wall at least six inches and 

must project from the wall at an angle of 90°. 
(c) Projecting wall graphics may not extend vertically above the windowsill of a 

third story. 
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300-516.E  Wall and Roof graphics 
(2) Signable area designation. The person displaying the street graphic shall select one 

signable area on each facade of the building that faces a property line that has frontage on 
a street or highway. As used in this subsection, a "signable area" is an area within a 
single continuous perimeter composed of a single rectangle, circle, triangle, or 
parallelogram enclosing the extreme limits of characters, lettering, illustrations, 
ornamentations, or other figures. The signable area is used to determine the size of the 
permitted street graphic, but not necessarily the location of the street graphic. 

(a) If the signable area exceeds 50% of the total area of the facade, the signable area 
that may be used shall be reduced to 30% of the calculated signable area. In no 
case shall the signable area be greater than 500 square feet. 

(b) In all shoreland overlay districts, except the GD District, the signable area shall 
not exceed 12 square feet. In the GD Shoreland Overlay District, the signable 
area shall be identical to that of the underlying base zoning district. 

(3) Sign structure or graphic display area allowed. The aggregate area of the wall and roof 
graphics a premises displays shall not exceed the following percentages of the signable 
area: 

(a) In the KBD1 district, 40% of the signable area. In all other districts, 60% of the 
signable area. 

 
CRITERIA FOR REVIEW OF A HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATE 
(Section 300-316.5 of the LUO) 
 
Standards of Evaluation (Section 300-316.5.O of the LUO) 
 
Four types of projects are reviewed in this section 

1. Reconstruction, renovation and alteration 
2. Construction of new buildings and other structures in historic districts 
3. Visual compatibility factors for new construction and additions  
4. Demolition or removal  

 
Review by the Board will be conducted for the first type of project, reconstruction renovation 
and alteration.  
 

Section 300-316.5.O(1). General. 
 
(a) The Board’s areas of focus shall be matters affecting the maintenance of historic 

structures, the protection of archaeological resources, and the preservation of the historic 
character of viewscapes. 
 

(b) The standards of evaluation described below and elsewhere in this section (Historic 
Districts) are intended for the evaluation of contributing properties. Changes to a 
noncontributing property are considered only insofar as they may affect the historic 
integrity of the viewscape or the district as a whole. 
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Sign close-up showing material, colors and fasteners. 

 
Section 300-316.5.O(2). Reconstruction, renovation and alteration. 
 
(a) Except as specified in Subsection L (Activities not requiring an historic preservation 

certificate), a structure designated as an historic landmark or site or a structure located in 
a designated historic district, or related structures or improvements, such as walls, 
fences, lights fixtures, steps, or paving located in a designated historic district, shall not 
be altered, and no historic preservation certificate shall be issued for such actions unless 
these actions will preserve or enhance the historical and architectural character of the 
structure, and are visually compatible with the viewscape.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it preserves and enhances the historical and architectural character of the structure and is 
visually compatible with the viewscape. 

 
(b) Every reasonable effort shall be made to use a property for its originally intended 

purpose or to provide compatible use for a property that requires minimal alteration to 
the character-defining features of the structure or site and its environment. When NFPA 
Life Safety 101 Code modifications subject to the Historic District Ordinance are made to 
a structure, every effort shall be made to accommodate the standards of the Historic 
District Ordinance while meeting the NFPA Life Safety 101 Code requirements. The 
Board shall review the cost of complying with the NFPA Life Safety 101 Codes and 
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determine that the changes made have the least impact possible on the historic 
characteristics of the structure, while still enabling the building to generate a reasonable 
return to the owner. In cases where the originally intended purpose of the structure has 
been modified over time, those changes shall be considered during the Board review of 
the application.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it is not altering the character-defining features of the structure, site or its environment. 

 

 
View of building façade with sign. 
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(c) Rehabilitation work shall not destroy or displace the distinguishing features or character 
of a structure and setting. Distinctive stylistic features that characterize historic 
structures shall be preserved wherever possible.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it preserves distinctive stylistic features that characterize the historic structure. 

 
(d) All structures and sites shall be recognized as products of their own time. Alterations 

that have no historical basis or create a false sense of historical development, such as 
adding conjectural features or elements from other properties, shall be discouraged.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it is compatible with the building architectural style. 

 
(e) Changes that may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and 

development of a structure or site and its environment. These changes may have 
acquired significance in their own right, and this significance shall be recognized and 
respected. Features not original to the structure that have not acquired their own 
significance are deemed noncontributing and, therefore, can be replaced according to 
standards under Subsection O(2)(g) or (j).  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it is compatible with the building architectural style. 
 

(f) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a 
structure or site shall be treated with sensitivity.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it has not disturbed distinctive stylistic features of the structure. 

 
(g) Deteriorated architectural features of structures, or settings, shall be repaired rather than 

replaced whenever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material 
should match the material being replaced in composition, design, texture and other 
visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be based 
on accurate duplication of features, substantiated by historic, physical or pictorial 
evidence, rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural 
elements from other structures. 

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as the new materials are compatible with existing materials. 

 
(h) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible. 

Sandblasting and other methods that will damage the historic building materials shall 
not be undertaken.  
 
Not applicable. 
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(i) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources 

affected by or adjacent to any project. 
 
Not applicable. 

 
(j) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties is permitted 

when it does not destroy significant historical, architectural or cultural material, and the 
design is compatible with the size, scale, material, and character of the property, 
neighborhood or environment. In particular, modern energy systems and their features 
(solar panels, heat pumps, etc.) shall be allowed to be incorporated into properties with 
an effort to make them fit into the character of the property and neighborhood as best as 
possible.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as the sign is compatible with the size, scale, material and character of the property, neighborhood 
or environment. 

 
(k) Whenever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in such a 

manner that if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future, the 
essential form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired.   
 
Not applicable. 
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IN THE MATTER OF: 
 
Circa 1885 Sign 
Historic Preservation Certificate Application 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
September 19, 2017 
 
Pursuant to the provisions of the City of Augusta Land Use Ordinance, the City of Augusta 
Historic District Review Board has considered the application of Katie L. Smith, including 
supportive data, staff review comments, public meeting testimony, and related materials 
contained in the record. The Historic District Review Board makes the following Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
 
Findings of Fact 
 

1. Project Description:   The applicant proposes to install a projecting wall sign, 
approximately 2 feet tall by 3 feet wide, to hang from beneath the 2nd story residential 
deck projection above the business entrance. The sign is metal with a white background 
and black lettering “CIRCA 1885”. No lighting is proposed. 

2. Applicant:    Katie L. Smith 

3. Location:   228 Water Street  
4. Tax Map Number:  Map 34, Lot 60 

5. Base Zoning:  Kennebec Business 1 District (KBD1) 
6. Historic Overlay District: Water Street 
7. Contributing Building: Yes 

8. Individually NR Listed: No 

9. Planning Board Project:  No 

10. On August 14, 2017 the applicant submitted the following: 
a. Sign Permit Application 

b. Historic Preservation Certificate Application 

11. On September 9, 2017 the Kennebec Journal published a legal advertisement for the 
public hearing regarding the application. 

12. On September 11, 2017, City staff mailed notices to the owners of properties located 
within 500 feet of the property regarding the public hearing regarding the application. 

13. On September 19, 2017, the Historic District Review Board held a public meeting 
regarding the application. The Historic District Review Board conducted a detailed 
review of the material listed in Item 10 through 12 above, the staff review dated August 
10, 2017, and considered testimony by the applicant and interested members of the 
public.  _____ individuals testified at the public meeting and _____ written 
communications regarding the application were received. The Board voted to 
(approve/approve with conditions/deny) the application. 
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Conclusions of Law 
 
In view of the above actions and the application and supporting documentation in the record, 
the Historic District Review Board makes the following conclusions of law.  
 
§ 300-316.5.O. Historic District – Standards of Evaluation 
The review standards which apply to this application are § 300-316.5.O.2. Reconstruction, 
renovation and alteration. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.a 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it preserves and enhances the 
historical and architectural character of the structure and is visually compatible with the 
viewscape. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.b 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it is not altering the character-
defining features of the structure, site or its environment. 

 
300-316.5.O.2.c 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it preserves distinctive stylistic 
features that characterize the historic structure. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.d 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it is compatible with the building 
architectural style. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.e 
The proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it is compatible with the building 
architectural style. 

 
300-316.5.O.2.f 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it has not disturbed distinctive 
stylistic features of the structure. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.g 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as the new materials are compatible 
with existing materials. 

 
300-316.5.O.2.h 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
300-316.5.O.2.i 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
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300-316.5.O.2.j 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as the sign is compatible with the size, 
scale, material and character of the property, neighborhood or environment. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.k 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
 
THEREFORE, the Historic District Review Board hereby (approves, approves with conditions, 

denies), the application of Katie L. Smith as described in the findings above, with the following 

additional finding(s). 
 

1. None. 
 
Conditions of Approval 
 
The following conditions shall be met prior to the issuance of a permit from the Code 
Enforcement Bureau.  
 

1. None. 
 
 
 
 
 
              
 Daniel Stevens, Historic District Review Board Chair  Date 
 

 



















Waterfront Park entrance sidewalk ornamental fence details. 
7/26/17 
 
60 feet of custom welded steel fence.  
 
Pickets shall be built with 5/8” solid square stock. 
Pickets will have a spacing in between of 3 -15/16 “.   
Pickets shall have cast steel finials 5 “ tall by 1-1 3/16 “ wide. 
 
Steel rings shall be 3-15/16” in diameter and be located near the top of the 
fence in between each packet.  
 
Posts shall be 2 ½” square tubing set into concrete wall at the back of the 
sidewalk.  
Posts shall be capped and have 3 1/2 inch diameter cast steel sphere with a 
round platform base on the top of each post.  
Post spacing shall be 5 feet along fence.  
 
Wall shall be cored and post set in epoxy to hold posts in place.  
 
The fence finish shall be black powder coated finish. 
 
Price shall include all materials, labor, equipment and incidentals for the full 
fabrication and installation of the fence.  
 
The turnaround time for this project shall be 8 to 12 weeks. 
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MEMORANDUM: 
 
TO: Historic District Review Board 
 
FROM: Betsy Poulin, Deputy City Planner 
 
DATE: September 14, 2017 
 
RE: Retaining Wall Fence, Near 1 Winthrop Street 
 
 
SUMMARY OF REQUEST 
 
Request: The request is for a Historic Preservation Certificate review as per section 300-316.5 
of the Augusta Land Use Ordinance. The applicant proposes to install a 60 foot long, 42” 
high decorative steel fence on the top of the retaining wall on the northeastern side of 
Winthrop Street, between Water Street and the Kennebec River. The fence will have a black 
powder coated finish, with square posts topped with round spheres spaced every 5 feet and 
square pickets. The fence will be cored into the wall and mounted with epoxy. 
 
Owner: City of Augusta  
 
Applicant: City of Augusta 
 
Location: Near 1 Winthrop Street 
 
Base Zoning: Kennebec Business 1 District (KBD1) 
 
Historic Overlay District: Water Street 
 
Contributing Building: No 
 
Individually NR Listed: No 
 
Planning Board Project: No 
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SUMMARY OF SUBMITTAL PACKAGE 
 
In the submittal package the applicant has provided the Planning Board with the following 
items: 

1. Historic Preservation Certificate Application 
2. Fence Image 

 

 
View looking west up Winthrop Street in early 2017 prior to retaining wall improvement project. 

 

Areas of Concern 
 

1. None. 
 
 
Code Enforcement Review 
 
The proposed fence meets fall protection standards, as the height is equal to 42 inches. The 
space between the pickets meets spacing requirements, per building code.  
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CRITERIA FOR REVIEW OF A HISTORIC PRESERVATION CERTIFICATE 
(Section 300-316.5 of the LUO) 
 
Standards of Evaluation (Section 300-316.5.O of the LUO) 
 
Four types of projects are reviewed in this section 

1. Reconstruction, renovation and alteration 
2. Construction of new buildings and other structures in historic districts 
3. Visual compatibility factors for new construction and additions  
4. Demolition or removal  

 
Review by the Board will be conducted for the first type of project, reconstruction renovation 
and alteration.  
 

Section 300-316.5.O(1). General. 
 
(a) The Board’s areas of focus shall be matters affecting the maintenance of historic 

structures, the protection of archaeological resources, and the preservation of the historic 
character of viewscapes. 
 

(b) The standards of evaluation described below and elsewhere in this section (Historic 
Districts) are intended for the evaluation of contributing properties. Changes to a 
noncontributing property are considered only insofar as they may affect the historic 
integrity of the viewscape or the district as a whole. 

 
 
Section 300-316.5.O(2). Reconstruction, renovation and alteration. 
 
(a) Except as specified in Subsection L (Activities not requiring an historic preservation 

certificate), a structure designated as an historic landmark or site or a structure located in 
a designated historic district, or related structures or improvements, such as walls, 
fences, lights fixtures, steps, or paving located in a designated historic district, shall not 
be altered, and no historic preservation certificate shall be issued for such actions unless 
these actions will preserve or enhance the historical and architectural character of the 
structure, and are visually compatible with the viewscape.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it enhances the historical and architectural character of the landscape and is visually 
compatible with the viewscape. 

 
(b) Every reasonable effort shall be made to use a property for its originally intended 

purpose or to provide compatible use for a property that requires minimal alteration to 
the character-defining features of the structure or site and its environment. When NFPA 
Life Safety 101 Code modifications subject to the Historic District Ordinance are made to 
a structure, every effort shall be made to accommodate the standards of the Historic 
District Ordinance while meeting the NFPA Life Safety 101 Code requirements. The 
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Board shall review the cost of complying with the NFPA Life Safety 101 Codes and 
determine that the changes made have the least impact possible on the historic 
characteristics of the structure, while still enabling the building to generate a reasonable 
return to the owner. In cases where the originally intended purpose of the structure has 
been modified over time, those changes shall be considered during the Board review of 
the application.  

 
Not applicable. 
 

 
Newly re-faced retaining wall. Fence to be mounted on top. 

 
(c) Rehabilitation work shall not destroy or displace the distinguishing features or character 

of a structure and setting. Distinctive stylistic features that characterize historic 
structures shall be preserved wherever possible.  

 
Not applicable. 

 
(d) All structures and sites shall be recognized as products of their own time. Alterations 

that have no historical basis or create a false sense of historical development, such as 
adding conjectural features or elements from other properties, shall be discouraged.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as it is compatible with the historic district character. 
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(e) Changes that may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and 

development of a structure or site and its environment. These changes may have 
acquired significance in their own right, and this significance shall be recognized and 
respected. Features not original to the structure that have not acquired their own 
significance are deemed noncontributing and, therefore, can be replaced according to 
standards under Subsection O(2)(g) or (j).  

 
Not applicable. 
 

 
Top of wall cap. 

 
(f) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a 

structure or site shall be treated with sensitivity.  
 

Not applicable. 
 

(g) Deteriorated architectural features of structures, or settings, shall be repaired rather than 
replaced whenever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material 
should match the material being replaced in composition, design, texture and other 
visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features should be based 
on accurate duplication of features, substantiated by historic, physical or pictorial 
evidence, rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural 
elements from other structures. 
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Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as the new materials replace an unsafe fence which was not compatible with building codes. The 
previous fence could not have been replaced as it existed, due as it would not meet building codes. 

 
(h) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest means possible. 

Sandblasting and other methods that will damage the historic building materials shall 
not be undertaken.  
 
Not applicable. 

 
(i) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources 

affected by or adjacent to any project. 
 
Not applicable. 
 

 
View looking northeast from Winthrop Street at top of wall. 

 

(j) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties is permitted 
when it does not destroy significant historical, architectural or cultural material, and the 
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design is compatible with the size, scale, material, and character of the property, 
neighborhood or environment. In particular, modern energy systems and their features 
(solar panels, heat pumps, etc.) shall be allowed to be incorporated into properties with 
an effort to make them fit into the character of the property and neighborhood as best as 
possible.  

 
Staff recommends that the Board finds the proposal is in compliance with this ordinance standard 
as the fence is compatible with the size, scale, material and character of the property, 
neighborhood or environment. 

 
(k) Whenever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be done in such a 

manner that if such additions or alterations were to be removed in the future, the 
essential form and integrity of the structure would be unimpaired.   
 
Not applicable. 
 

 
View looking east from Winthrop Street at top of wall. 
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IN THE MATTER OF: 
 
City of Augusta - Retaining Wall Fence 
Historic Preservation Certificate Application 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
September 19, 2017 
 
Pursuant to the provisions of the City of Augusta Land Use Ordinance, the City of Augusta 
Historic District Review Board has considered the application of the City of Augusta, including 
supportive data, staff review comments, public meeting testimony, and related materials 
contained in the record. The Historic District Review Board makes the following Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
 
Findings of Fact 
 

1. Project Description:   The applicant proposes to install a 60 foot long, 42” high 
decorative steel fence on the top of the retaining wall on the northeastern side of 
Winthrop Street, between Water Street and the Kennebec River. The fence will have a 
black powder coated finish, with square posts topped with round spheres spaced every 
5 feet and square pickets. The fence will be cored into the wall and mounted with epoxy. 

2. Applicant:    City of Augusta 

3. Location:   Near 1 Winthrop Street  
4. Tax Map Number:  Map 34 
5. Base Zoning:  Kennebec Business 1 District (KBD1) 

6. Historic Overlay District: Water Street 
7. Contributing Building: No 

8. Individually NR Listed: No 

9. Planning Board Project:  No 

10. On September 11, 2017 the applicant submitted the following: 
a. Historic Preservation Certificate Application 

11. On September 12, 2017 the Kennebec Journal published a legal advertisement for the 
public hearing regarding the application. 

12. On September 12, 2017, City staff mailed notices to the owners of properties located 
within 500 feet of the property regarding the public hearing regarding the application. 

13. On September 19, 2017, the Historic District Review Board held a public meeting 
regarding the application. The Historic District Review Board conducted a detailed 
review of the material listed in Item 10 through 12 above, the staff review dated August 
10, 2017, and considered testimony by the applicant and interested members of the 
public.  _____ individuals testified at the public meeting and _____ written 
communications regarding the application were received. The Board voted to 
(approve/approve with conditions/deny) the application. 
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Conclusions of Law 
 
In view of the above actions and the application and supporting documentation in the record, 
the Historic District Review Board makes the following conclusions of law.  
 
§ 300-316.5.O. Historic District – Standards of Evaluation 
The review standards which apply to this application are § 300-316.5.O.2. Reconstruction, 
renovation and alteration. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.a 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it preserves and enhances the 
historical and architectural character of the structure and is visually compatible with the 
viewscape. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.b 
This standard does not apply to this project.  

 
300-316.5.O.2.c 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
300-316.5.O.2.d 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as it is compatible with the building 
architectural style. 
 
300-316.5.O.2.e 
This standard does not apply to this project.  

 
300-316.5.O.2.f 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
300-316.5.O.2.g 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as the new materials are compatible 
with existing materials. 

 
300-316.5.O.2.h 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
300-316.5.O.2.i 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
300-316.5.O.2.j 
The project is in compliance with this ordinance standard as the sign is compatible with the size, 
scale, material and character of the property, neighborhood or environment. 
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300-316.5.O.2.k 
This standard does not apply to this project.  
 
 
THEREFORE, the Historic District Review Board hereby (approves, approves with conditions, 

denies), the application of the City of Augusta as described in the findings above, with the 
following additional finding(s). 
 

1. None. 
 
Conditions of Approval 
 
The following conditions shall be met prior to the issuance of a permit from the Code 
Enforcement Bureau.  
 

1. None. 
 
 
 
 
 
              
 Daniel Stevens, Historic District Review Board Chair  Date 
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